ASH1 Gene Is a Specific Therapeutic Target for Lung Cancers with Neuroendocrine Features
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Abstract

Lung cancers with neuroendocrine features are usually aggressive, although the underlying molecular mechanisms largely remain to be determined. The basic helix-loop-helix protein, achaete-scute complex-like 1/achaete-scute homologue 1 (ASH1), is expressed in normal fetal pulmonary neuroendocrine cells and lung cancers with neuroendocrine elements and is suggested to be involved in lung carcinogenesis. In the present study, we show inhibition of ASH1 expression by plasmid-based RNA interference (RNAi) to significantly suppress growth of lung cancer cells with ASH1 expression through G2-M cell cycle arrest and accumulation of sub-G1 populations, possibly linked to cleavage of caspase-9 and caspase-7. However, lung cancer cell lines without ASH1 expression and immortalized normal BEAS2B bronchial epithelial cells were not affected. The RNAi-resistant mutant ASH1 clearly induced rescue from G2-M arrest, suggesting a target-specific effect of RNAi. An ASH1-RNAi adenovirus was also established and significantly inhibited not only in vitro cell proliferation but also in vivo xenograft growth of ASH1-positive NCI-H460 cells. Elevated levels of apoptosis were also observed in NCI-H460 xenografts with the ASH1-RNAi adenovirus. The present study therefore suggests that ASH1 plays a crucial role in lung cancer development and may be an effective therapeutic target in lung cancers with neuroendocrine features. (Cancer Res 2005; 65(23): 10680-5)

Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in Japan, as in many other economically well-developed countries. A better understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of this disease is thus urgently required for preventive or therapeutic breakthroughs to drastically reduce the number of deaths (1, 2). Based on their clinicopathologic characteristics, lung cancers are classified into two major groups, small cell lung cancers (SCLC) and non-SCLCs, the latter mainly comprising adenocarcinomas, squamous cell carcinomas, and large cell carcinomas. Immunohistochemical and molecular characterizations of lung cancers have shown the existence of a distinct subset of lung tumors with neuroendocrine features, which includes SCLCs, large cell carcinoma, with neuroendocrine elements (LCNEC), and carcinoids. Although the LCNEC is usually differentiated from the SCLC, the two share several histologic features. Recently, a single group of high-grade neuroendocrine tumors (HGNET) was proposed for these two tumor types, based on the possible involvement of neuroendocrine differentiation in carcinogenesis (3). However, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain to be determined. Achaete-scute homologue 1 (ASH1) plays a crucial role in neural commitment and differentiation (4) and is also expressed in normal fetal pulmonary endocrine cells and lung cancers with neuroendocrine features (5, 6). Disruption of the ASH1 gene also affects neuroendocrine differentiation, resulting in the loss of pulmonary neuroendocrine cells (7), in addition to defects of thyroid C cells, and adrenal medullary cells (8, 9). Constitutive expression of ASH1 promotes airway epithelial proliferation, and increase can result in the development of pulmonary hyperplasia and metaplasia. It also enhances tumorigenic potential with loss of p53 and Rb1 function induced by SV40 large T antigen, causing lung cancers with neuroendocrine features (10). Earlier experiments have thus clearly indicated an involvement of ASH1 in lung carcinogenesis. We here aimed at generating a better understanding of the role of ASH1 using an RNA interference (RNAi) for ASH1 transcripts. The ASH1-RNAi showed growth inhibitory effects in vivo and in vitro on lung cancer cell lines with ASH1 expression through induction of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis, providing support for the notion that ASH1 plays a crucial role in lung cancer development and may therefore be a promising therapeutic target for lung cancers with neuroendocrine features.

Materials and Methods

Cell culture and proliferation analysis. Cell lines were cultured as described previously (11) and transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). In proliferation assays, the numbers of transfected cells were measured with a colorimetric assay reagent, TetraColor (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and a primer containing silent
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mutations: 5′-CACAAGTCACGCGCAAAGGTTAACGCAA-3′ (mutated residues are underlined).

Immunoblots and reverse transcription-PCR. Expression of the transfected ASH1 gene was studied with anti-myc tag antibody 9E10 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), whereas anti-ASH1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used to detect endogenous ASH1 expression. For analysis of apoptosis, anti-cleaved caspase-3, cleaved caspase-7, cleaved caspase-9, and poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) antibodies (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, MA) were used. RT-PCR was done using a one-step RT-PCR kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Construction of the ASH1-RNA interference-adenosine vector and experiments with the RNA interference-adenosine. The ASH1-RNAi adenovirus was prepared using the Adeno-X Expression System (BD Clontech, Mountain View, CA; ref. 12). First, the cytomegalovirus promoter and SV40 polyadenylation signal in the mammalian expression cassette pShuttle plasmid were replaced by the U6 promoter (kindly provided by Dr. Ram Reddy, Baylor College of Medicine) 5′ upstream of the cytomegalovirus promoter, driving a puromycin-resistant gene (for pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro). The ASH1-RNAi site was designed at 252 to 272 nucleotides of a 717-bp open reading frame, mainly based on the relaxed secondary structure of human ASH1 mRNA. A blast homology search did not indicate any gene with strong homology to the ASH1-RNAi site. A549 was transfected with each RNAi vector (pU6-blank and pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro) along with the ASH1 expression vector (wild type and RNAi-resistant mutant). After puromycin selection, ASH1 expression was studied with immunoblotting. Significant reduction of expression of wild-type ASH1 protein was observed with both ASH1-RNAi vectors (pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro) irrespective of the loop sequences. In contrast, the expression of silent mutant ASH1 (pcDNA3-ASH1 mut) was not affected.

B, suppression of endogenous ASH1 expression by ASH1-RNAi. The immunoblot with anti-ASH1 antibody clearly shows effective knockdown of endogenous ASH1 protein expression by the ASH1-RNAi vector in ACC-LC-172. RT-PCR analyses also showed knockdown of the endogenous ASH1 transcripts by RNAi in ACC-LC-172 and ACC-LC-91.

C, inhibition of cell proliferation by ASH1-RNAi. Cells were plated into 3.5-cm culture dishes at 3×10^5 per dish and transfected with ASH1-RNAi vectors containing the puromycin-resistant gene. After transfection, cells were cultured in the presence of puromycin dihydrochloride (2 μg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 days, and the cell number was then measured with a colorimetric assay reagent, TetraColor One (Seikagaku). Columns, % pU6-blank transfectant (% control). Lung cancer cells with ASH1 expression showed significant growth suppression by the ASH1-RNAi, although cell lines without ASH1 expression and the immortalized normal bronchial epithelial cell line BEAS2B were not affected. D, colonies of ACC-LC-91 [ASH1 (+)] and A549 [ASH1 (−)] cells in representative experiments shown by Giemsa staining. Note significant reduction of colony number only in the ACC-LC-91 case.

Figure 1. Inhibition of proliferation of lung cancer cell lines by ASH1-RNAi. A, immunoblot of ASH1 proteins. RNAi plasmid vectors were constructed by insertion of the U6 promoter (kindly provided by Dr. Ram Reddy, Baylor College of Medicine) 5′ upstream of the cytomegalovirus promoter, driving a puromycin-resistant gene (for pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro). The ASH1-RNAi site was designed at 252 to 272 nucleotides of a 717-bp open reading frame, mainly based on the relaxed secondary structure of human ASH1 mRNA. A blast homology search did not indicate any gene with strong homology to the ASH1-RNAi site. A549 was transfected with each RNAi vector (pU6-blank and pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro) along with the ASH1 expression vector (wild type and RNAi-resistant mutant). After puromycin selection, ASH1 expression was studied with immunoblotting. Significant reduction of expression of wild-type ASH1 protein was observed with both ASH1-RNAi vectors (pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro) irrespective of the loop sequences. In contrast, the expression of silent mutant ASH1 (pcDNA3-ASH1 mut) was not affected. B, suppression of endogenous ASH1 expression by ASH1-RNAi. The immunoblot with anti-ASH1 antibody clearly shows effective knockdown of endogenous ASH1 protein expression by the ASH1-RNAi vector in ACC-LC-172. RT-PCR analyses also showed knockdown of the endogenous ASH1 transcripts by RNAi in ACC-LC-172 and ACC-LC-91.

C, inhibition of cell proliferation by ASH1-RNAi. Cells were plated into 3.5-cm culture dishes at 3×10^5 per dish and transfected with ASH1-RNAi vectors containing the puromycin-resistant gene. After transfection, cells were cultured in the presence of puromycin dihydrochloride (2 μg/mL; Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 days, and the cell number was then measured with a colorimetric assay reagent, TetraColor One (Seikagaku). Columns, % pU6-blank transfectant (% control). Lung cancer cells with ASH1 expression showed significant growth suppression by the ASH1-RNAi, although cell lines without ASH1 expression and the immortalized normal bronchial epithelial cell line BEAS2B were not affected. D, colonies of ACC-LC-91 [ASH1 (+)] and A549 [ASH1 (−)] cells in representative experiments shown by Giemsa staining. Note significant reduction of colony number only in the ACC-LC-91 case.
Infectivity of adenovirus particles for the lung cancer cell lines was confirmed using a β-galactosidase expressing adenovirus (Ad-LacZ; about 100% by multiplicity of infection = 30). For in vitro experiments, NCI-H460 and A549 cells were plated onto 24-well plates at a density of 2 × 10⁴ per well 1 day before virus infection. After infection, cell proliferation was determined using TetraColor One. For in vivo experiments, 5-week-old female severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice were purchased from Chubu Kagaku Shizai Co., Ltd. (Nagoya, Japan) and maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions. In the s.c. xenograft tumor model, 3 × 10⁶ NCI-H460 cells or 1 × 10⁷ ACC-LC-176 cells were s.c. inoculated into dorsal flanks to establish tumors. After tumors reached about 5 mm in diameter, mice were given two i.t. injections of 9 × 10¹⁰ viral particles at a volume of 100 μL per dose. One week after the first injection, mice were sacrificed, and tumors were harvested.

Results

The effects of suppressed ASH1 expression with ASH1-RNAi were studied in A549 cells on cotransfection of the ASH1 expression vector (pcDNA3-ASH1 wt) and the ASH1-RNAi vector (pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro) after puromycin selection. The expression of wild-type ASH1 protein was significantly reduced by the ASH1-RNAi (Fig. 1A). In contrast, expression of the RNAi-resistant mutant ASH1 (pcDNA3-ASH1 mut) was not affected by the ASH1-RNAi construct (Fig. 1A). The knockdown of endogenous ASH1 expression was also studied in ACC-LC-172 and ACC-LC-91 expressing ASH1 gene. The endogenous ASH1 expression was also significantly reduced by ASH1-RNAi at both protein and RNA levels (Fig. 1B).

To study the role of ASH1 in cell growth and carcinogenesis, cell proliferation assays were done with lung cancer cells transfected with pU6-siASH1L1-puro vectors. After puromycin selection, the number of stable transfectant colonies was assessed by colorimetric assay. Proliferation of lung cancer cells without ASH1 expression was not affected by ASH1-RNAi, whereas those with ASH1 expression showed significant growth suppression (Fig. 1C).
The immortalized normal bronchial epithelial cell line, BEAS2B, without ASH1 expression did not show growth suppression by ASH1-RNAi. Results of representative experiments with ACC-LC-91 [ASH1 (+)] and A549 [ASH1 (−)] are also shown. The ACC-LC-91 colony number was significantly reduced by ASH1-RNAi, whereas the A549 showed no difference between the empty vector and the ASH1-RNAi vector (Fig. 1D).

To understand the mechanisms of growth suppression by ASH1-RNAi, the ACC-LC-91 cell cycle profile after pU6-siASH1L1/L2-puro introduction was studied after puromycin selection. ASH1-RNAi clearly reduced the G1- and S-phase populations with accumulation of cells in the G2-M-phase (Fig. 2A and B). Cell proliferation was also studied using pU6-siASH1L1-green fluorescent protein (GFP) without puromycin selection to avoid the influence of this cytotoxic drug. Empty pU6-GFP vector transfection was associated with GFP-positive cell clusters, suggesting cell division of transfectants. In contrast, pU6-siASH1L1-GFP transfection resulted in mainly GFP strongly positive solitary cells (Fig. 2C).

In addition to the G2-M arrest, ASH1-RNAi also caused accumulation of sub-G1 populations (about 30% compared with 3% with the empty vector), implying induction of apoptotic cell death (Fig. 2D and E). Staining of unfixed cells with fluorescent dyes Hoechst33342 and propidium iodide showed apoptotic nuclear fragmentation only in ASH1-RNAi transfected (data not shown). Activation of apoptotic signaling was also studied (Fig. 2F). The initiator caspase (caspase-9) and executioner caspase (caspase-7) were clearly activated by cleavage in ACC-LC-91 cells 48 hours after ASH1-RNAi induction. In addition, one of the substrates of executioner caspases (PARP) was also cleaved. Cleavage of caspase-8 or caspase-3, in contrast, was not clearly observed (data not shown).

To clarify the specificity of ASH1-RNAi effects, we did an experiment to rescue both cell cycle arrest (Fig. 3A–D) and growth inhibition (Fig. 3F) using an RNAi-resistant mutant ASH1 expression vector. ACC-LC-91 cells were cotransfected with the mutant ASH1 expression vector (or the empty expression vector) and the ASH1-RNAi vector (or the empty RNAi vector). The combination of ASH1-RNAi and the empty expression vector induced G2-M arrest (G1, 29% and G2-M, 32%; Fig. 3B). In contrast, cotransfection of the RNAi-resistant mutant ASH1 clearly reduced the G2-M population and increased the G1 population (G1, 40% and G2-M, 23%; Fig. 3D), similar to the profile of the combination of mutant ASH1 and empty RNAi transfection (G1, 42% and G2-M, 14%; Fig. 3C). The cotransfection of mutant ASH1 also increased the viable cells 2.5-fold compared with the empty expression vector, indicating effective rescue of the growth inhibition by ASH1-RNAi (Fig. 3F). These rescue experiments implied that the cell cycle arrest and growth inhibitory effects of ASH1-RNAi are specifically induced by the inhibition of ASH1 expression itself.

Growth-inhibitory effects on ASH1-positive lung cancers were also studied with an adenovirus RNAi system, which might be applicable for in vivo therapeutic strategies. First, effects of ASH1-RNAi adenovirus infection on in vitro cell proliferation were ascertained. ASH1-positive NCI-H460 and ASH1-negative A549 cells were infected with the ASH1-RNAi adenovirus (Ad-siASH1) or the empty RNAi adenovirus (Ad-U6; Fig. 4A and B). The proliferation of ASH1-positive NCI-H460 cells was significantly inhibited only by the ASH1-RNAi adenovirus and not by the empty RNAi adenovirus (Fig. 4A). In contrast, cell growth of the ASH1-negative A549 was not affected by either Ad-siASH1 or Ad-U6 (Fig. 4B).

An in vivo therapeutic study was then done using lung cancer xenografts of NCI-H460 (ASH1 positive) or ACC-LC-176 (ASH1 negative) cells in SCID mice. Each adenovirus was injected directly in vivo. An therapeutic study was then done using lung cancer xenografts of NCI-H460 (ASH1 positive) or ACC-LC-176 (ASH1 negative) cells in SCID mice. Each adenovirus was injected directly into the xenograft tumors, and four animals per group were monitored for changes in tumor size before and after virus injection. In NCI-H460 xenografts, only treatment with Ad-siASH1 significantly suppressed tumor growth compared with Ad-U6. Before the first virus injection, there was no difference in estimated volumes of NCI-H460 tumors between the Ad-siASH1 and Ad-U6 groups (P = 0.71). At sacrifice, the volume of NCI-H460 tumors in the Ad-siASH1 group was only 155 ± 46 mm³, whereas in the Ad-U6 group was 306 ± 29 mm³ (P = 0.0015; Fig. 4C). The difference in NCI-H460 tumor weights between in the Ad-siASH1 and Ad-U6 groups was also statistically significant (112 ± 26 versus 240 ± 20 mg, P = 0.0002; Fig. 4E). In contrast, ACC-LC-176 tumors did not show any difference in either tumor volumes or weights.

![Figure 3](image-url)
after Ad-siASH1 and Ad-U6 injections (Fig. 4D and E). Histopathologic study of NCI-H460 tumors treated with adenovirus showed significant differences in apoptosis between Ad-siASH1 and Ad-U6 treatments (Fig. 4F; \( P < 0.0001 \)), suggesting that the ASH1-RNAi-adenovirus suppressed in vivo tumor growth at least partly through induction of apoptotic cell death, as the in vitro study.

**Discussion**

The present study showed clear suppression of ASH1 expression through ASH1-RNAi–induced G2-M cell cycle arrest and apoptotic cell death. The induction of apoptosis was associated with activation of caspases, implying that ASH1 may play a role in the inhibitory regulation of cell death. Although the molecular mechanisms of induction of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis by ASH1-RNAi remain to be elucidated, the present findings imply a role for ASH1 in the regulation of cell proliferation and cell fate specifically in lung cancers with neuroendocrine features. Therefore, the results strongly indicate that ASH1 might be an effective therapeutic target for such lung cancers with ASH1 expression, notably aggressive and metastatic tumors with a poor prognosis. A recent report of the molecular consequences of ASH1-RNAi with large T antigen–induced prostate neuroendocrine cancer cells also suggested that ASH1 enhanced survival by inhibiting apoptosis in prostate neuroendocrine cancer cells (13). Further expression profiling analyses of ASH1-RNAi in lung neuroendocrine cancer cells seem warranted to generate better understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying the present finding of anticancer effects of ASH1-RNAi.

For therapeutic strategies against molecular targets, specificity is critical for safety. The present rescue experiment using a RNAi-resistant ASH1 expression construct indicated that this was the

---

**Figure 4.** Growth inhibition and apoptosis induction by the ASH1-RNAi-adenovirus. 

A-B, inhibition of in vitro cell proliferation. 

A, proliferation of ASH1-positive NCI-H460 cells was significantly inhibited only by ASH1-RNAi-adenovirus (Ad-siASH1) and not by empty RNAi-adenovirus (Ad-U6). B, cell growth of the ASH1-negative A549 was not affected by either Ad-siASH1 or Ad-U6. Multiplicity of infection = 40 in Ad-U6-1 and Ad-siASH1-1; multiplicity of infection = 80 in Ad-U6-2 and Ad-siASH1-2. C-E, inhibition of in vivo tumor growth. Each adenovirus was injected directly into xenograft tumors of NCI-H460 (ASH1 positive) or ACC-LC-176 (ASH1 negative), and four animals per group were monitored for changes in tumor size. The tumor volumes (mm3) were calculated (volume = length × width2 × 0.52) just before the first virus injection \(1\) and at sacrifice 1 week after the first injection \(2\). C, in NCI-H460 xenografts, injection of Ad-siASH1 significantly suppressed tumor growth compared with Ad-U6 \( (P = 0.0015) \), there being no differences before the injection between these two groups \( (P = 0.71) \). D, in contrast, ACC-LC-176 tumors did not show any differences in the tumor volumes between the Ad-siASH1 and Ad-U6 injections. E, measured weights (mg) of tumors from the sacrificed mice. Similar to (C), in NCI-H460 xenografts, injection of Ad-siASH1 significantly suppressed tumor growth compared with Ad-U6 \( (P = 0.0015) \), there being no differences before the injection between these two groups \( (P = 0.71) \). In contrast, ACC-LC-176 tumors again did not show any differences between the Ad-siASH1 and Ad-U6 injections. F, apoptosis induction in NCI-H460 tumors by the ASH1-RNAi-adenovirus. On histopathologic study of NCI-H460 tumors treated with adenovirus, apoptotic cells were observed in Ad-siASH1 injected tumors more frequently than in Ad-U6-injected tumors \( (P < 0.0001) \). Individual counts for apoptotic cells in each HPF with \( (*) \) Ad-U6 and \( (\triangle) \) Ad-siASH1 injections.
case for the ASH1-RNAi regarding cell cycle arrest and growth inhibition, with no involvement of "off-target effects." ASH1 disruption is known to induce developmental defects of olfactory and autonomic neurons, without any adverse influence on the central nervous system (4). However, abnormalities specific to pulmonary neuroendocrine cells were noted, with no effects on autonomic neurons or non-neuroendocrine airway epithelial cells in the lung. Therefore, the lung delivery of ASH1-RNAi (oligonucleotides or adenovirus) may allow a specific therapeutic strategy for lung cancers with neuroendocrine features.

Several reports have indicated functional interactions between ASH1 and Notch-Hes1 signaling, suggesting that they mutually exclusively regulate the differentiation of airway common precursors for neuroendocrine and Clara cells (5, 6, 14). Notch1 induces rapid degradation of the hASH1 protein and G1 cell cycle arrest of SCLC cell lines associated with p21Cip1 and p27Kip1 induction (15). Our preliminary studies showed no clear induction of either p21Cip1 or p27Kip1 in ASH1-RNAi–treated ACC-1/LC-91 (data not shown), suggesting that the other mechanisms might be involved in the G2-M arrest by ASH1-RNAi.

Other possible functions of the ASHI gene might be related to autocrine/paracrine signaling of growth factors. Autocrine signals of neuroendocrine regulatory peptides (e.g., bombesin/gastrin-releasing peptide) are prominent in SCLCs (1), and signaling pathways of neurotrophins and their receptors (Trk genes) have been reported to be involved in the regulation of lung cancer cell growth (16). In addition, one neurotrophin receptor, TrkB, is known as an inhibitor of anoikis (17). Thus, autocrine/paracrine loops might be associated with ASH1 expression and inhibited by ASH1-RNAi, resulting in the induction of cell death. Expression profiling analysis of ASH1-RNAi will provide important information on functions of the ASHI gene and its role in the development of lung cancers with neuroendocrine features.

SCLC is an aggressive and highly metastatic tumor. Although usually responsive to chemotherapy, recurrent tumors almost always develop in a chemotherapy-resistant form. In addition, little is known about the chemotherapyness of LCNECs. Therefore, an emphasis on therapeutic strategy is necessary for lung cancers with neuroendocrine features. The present study provides a basis for further analysis of the molecular effects of the ASH1-RNAi, which will hopefully facilitate establishment of novel and potent therapeutics for HGNETs.
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